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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

AN IMPROVED FORMULATION OF THE

MOMENTUM BALANCE FOR A ONCE

THROUGH STEAM-GENERATOR

TRANSIENT MODEL

1. INTRODUCTION

Beside the reactor itself, the steam generator is one

of the principal components in a pressurized water reactor

(PWR). The steam generator transfers the heat from the

primary loop to the secondary loop as shown in Figure 1-1.

Heat is generated by fission in the reactor core. It is

convected from there by the primary coolant and passed on

to the secondary loop by way of the steam generator.

Eventually heat is transformed to electric power by the

turbine-generator. As shown in this simple scheme the

steam generator therefore is the coupling link between the

primary and the secondary loop in the PWR plant. This in-

dicates that it is essential to have a good understanding

of the steady-state and transient behavior of the steam
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generator for predicting PWR response under normal and

accidental conditions. This work modifies an earlier ver-

sion of a code for describing Once-Through Steam Generator

(OTSG) steady state and transient behavior' 5

The old code (OLD) uses an input pressure profile to

define the steam generator fluid condition in the steady

state. Based on the assumption that pressure drops are due

to friction only and using a simplified friction model,

pressure loss coefficients are calculated from this steady

state profile. These coefficients are used to then de-

scribe the pressure distribution under transient condition.

The modified code (NEW) uses a more rigorous formulation of

the law of momentum conservation, including the effects of

inertial, gravitational and friction forces. The latter

are formulated in terms of the empirical Baroczy model

which accounts for two-phase effects. It can be expected

that this new model will yield a more accurate response and

may be applied over a wider range of conditions.

A more recent design of the OTSG is the Integral Eco-

nomizer OTSG (IEOTSG). As of this date no plant using this

design has been put into operation although there are

several under construction. This work is intended speci-

fically to model this design and thus provide a tool for

performing safety analysis for the purpose of plant licens-

ing. With this improved pressure drop model, the NEW code
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will yield more accurate results for a wider range of

transients. The NEW code will be integrated into the PWR

system code, ALMOD, so that responses involving the entire

plant can be simulated.

Chapter 2 reviews the basic model used in the OLD

version of the steam generator- description, including the

basic assumptions, conservation equations and state eq-

uations. Two-phase conditions are described in terms of

the homogeneous equilibrium model. In chapter 3, the

modified model for pressure drop calculation is presented,

together with a numerical iteration scheme for solving the

pressure boundary condition problem. In chapter 4, we

present a detailed investigation of the Baroczy model

employed to describe two-phase friction effects. Finally,

in chapter 5, we discuss the results of the NEW code for

some reference cases.



1. Reactor
2. Core
3. Primary coolant
4. Steam Generator
5. Steam line

P

4

6. Turbine
7. Condenser
8. Feed water pump
9. Secondary Condensate line

10. Primary coolant pump

10 9 8

Figure 1-1 Simplified PWR Schematic
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Channel Flow Model Assumptions

The IEOTSG described in Appendix A can be character-

ized as a vertical, tube-and-shell heat exchanger with a

boiling secondary fluid flow and a subcooled primary flow.

The steam generator can thus be represented by channel flow

equations describing primary and secondary sides, coupled

by the equations for heat transfer through the tube walls.

The fluid dynamic nature of the secondary fluid varies

from a nearly incompressible liquid in the inlet region to

a highly compressible vapor in the superheated region.

Among others, the effect of thermal expansion due to the

heating is important to the dynamic behavior. In view of

the observed characteristics, a one-dimensional, homoge-

neous equilibrium model was selected as it appears appro-

priate for modeling the fluid flow conditions in the OLD

code. The principal assumptions made to simplify the

modeling of steam generators are:

(1) one-dimensional flow, assuming uniform properties

over the flow channel cross sectional area for

both primary and secondary fluids

(2) single-channel flow model for both primary and
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secondary fluids

(3) single-fluid homogeneous equilibrium model for

two-phase flow

(4) incompressible fluid on the primary side

(5) neglect of kinetic energy and potential energy

in the fluid energy equations, and

(6) neglect of axial heat conduction both in fluid

and the tube wall.

Assumption 1 is considered reasonable for the modeling

of steam generator dynamic behavior in view of the large

ratio of channel flow length to channel width. In the case

of once-through steam generators, tests have been performed

using small bundle steam generators with full scale channel

geometry'. The results of these tests indicate that the

steam generator performance is nearly independent of bundle

size. The geometry of the channel is characterized by the

hydraulic diameter (Dh) which is defined by

Dh = 4*S/Mw

where S is the total cross section of the stream and Mw is

the wetted perimeter of the duct. The hydraulic diameter

concept is used for computing the heat-transfer coeffi-

cients and pressure drops of the primary as well as the

secondary side. An approximation used for describing
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two-phase flow conditions is the homogeneous equilibrium

models, in which both phases, liquid and vapor are assumed

to be homogeneously mixed and are moving with the same

velocity. Also, thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed

between the two phases (i.e., equal temperature and

pressure). Assumption 4 is reasonable when we recognize

that the primary loop is subcooled liquid under conditions

considered here. The energy terms omitted under assumption

5 are known to be negligibly small compared to convective

energy contributions in steam generators. Likewise, axial

heat conduction can be neglected compared to radial heat

conduction and fluid convective heat transfer for condi-

tions existing in steam generators.

2.2. The Governing Equations of Channel Flow

The general partial differential equations which de-

scribe mass, momentum and energy conservation for Eulerian

single fluid flow are found in the literature (e.g.

References (7) and (8)). In applying these equations to

our steam generator model we will make use of the assump-

tions stated above. Thus the partial differential

equations are reduced to a one-dimensional form in terms of

the flow direction-Z. The resulting conservation equations

(see Appendix B) for fluid mass, momentum and energy,

respectively, are written as
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aP aG
(2-1)at az

aG aP
+R

at 9Z

--(P*h) = - =L(G*h)+4*qw/Dh+8P
at az at

where p= fluid density

P = pressure

h = specific enthalpy

qw= wall heat flux into fluid

G = mass velocity or mass flow rate per unit

cross section

R = the sum of fluid pressure gradient terms

resulting from fluid acceleration, wall

friction and gravitational force

(2-2)

(2-3)

In the case of the single-fluid homogeneous equilib-

rium model for two-phase flow the mass velocity G is given

as

G = P*v

where v is the fluid velocity.
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The OLD code use a simplified version of equation 2-2,

which is obtained by omitting the term on the left hand

side, and by defining the term R on the right hand side as

R = Kp*G**2/p

which is recognized as the classic representation of

friction loss effects. The value of the constant Kp is

determined by prescribing a pressure profile at time t=0,

and then is used for the subsequent transient analysis.

An equation of state is required to complete the

description of the fluid. The equation of state for water

is obtained by interpolation of steam tables, formally

represented by the relation:

p= P(P,h)

Tb= Tb(P,h)

(2-4)

(2-5)

where Tb is the bulk fluid temperature.

Both primary and secondary side fluid flows can be

represented by use of equations 2-1 through 2-5. The heat

flux through the tube can be described by use of the heat

conduction equation in cylindrical geometry as applies to

the solid tube metal
9



Pt*cplreTt 1* a
(Kt*r alt

at r ar ar

Fluid conditions and tube wall surface conditions are

coupled by Newton's law of cooling9

10

(2-6)

qw = H*(Tb-Ts) (2-7)

which is applied for heat transfer at the fluid-tube wall

interface for both primary and secondary fluids. In the

above equations we used the following quantities:

Pt = tube metal density

Ts = tube metal surface temperature

Kt = tube metal thermal conductivity

Cp = tube metal specific thermal capacity

Tt = tube metal temperature, function of r and Z

H = heat transfer coefficient for the solid fluid

interface

The tube metal properties Kt, Cp and Pt in equation 2-6 are

assumed to be constants. The heat transfer coefficient H

in equation 2-7 is determined by empirical correlations as

a function of fluid flow conditions and tube wall
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temperature.

The fluid flow and heat transfer model represented by

equations 2-1 through 2-5 includes six dependent variables

P, p, h, G, qw and Tb. By coupling the heat conduction

solution for qw and Ts we may solve equations 2-1 through

2-5 for p, P, h, G and Tb for a single-phase fluid. Since

a homogeneous model is used which assumes a uniform veloc-

ity for two-phase flow, both the primary and secondary

sides can be represented by the same equations.

2.3. Boundary Conditions

In section 2.2 we introduced five equations for each

side (i.e., primary and secondary side) and three coupling

equations thus obtaining a total of 13 equations for 13

unknowns P1, P2, pl, P2, hl, h2, Gl, G2, qwl, qw2, Tbl, Tb2

and Tt. Indices 1, 2 and t represent quantities pertaining

to the primary side, the secondary side and the tube wall,

respectively. Among these equations we have 7 partial

differential equations. One of them is of the second order

and the others are of the first order. Therefore, we need

8 boundary conditions. Two of these boundary conditions

are interface conditions between the tube and fluid. They

are

qwl = Kt* 91-t I

Or
r = r1

(2-8)



qw2 = - Kt* aTt

ar
r=r2

12

(2-9)

where rl and r2 is the inner and outer radius of the tube.

The other six boundary conditions can be chosen arbi-

trarily from the inlet or outlet conditions of the fluid.

The choices made for the OLD code are

Pli, Gli, hli

P2o, G2i, h2i

where letter i and o represent inlet and outlet conditions,

respectively. Selecting P2o as the boundary condition

rather than P2i was done in view of future expansion of the

model to include a more detailed description of the steam

lines. Instead of using enthalpy as boundary condition,

temperature can be used for single phase fluid (liquid or

vapor) and quality can be used for two-phase fluid. The

equations prescribed above along with the boundary condi-

tions are expected to provide a complete description of the

thermal-hydraulic processes in the steam generator. By

application of suitable numerical techniques we therefore

expect to obtain unique solutions over as wide a range of

boundary conditions as may be of practical interest.
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3. PRESSURE DROP MODEL

3.1. Momentum Equation

The momentum equation (i.e., equation 2-2) was derived

in Appendix B. The parameter R in the momentum equation

given by equation 2-2 represents the sum of fluid pressure

gradient terms resulting from fluid acceleration, wall

friction and gravitational force, that is

R = (az ) +
(

a
acc z )frict az )gray (3-1)

The individual pressure gradient terms in the case of

single-phase or homogeneous two-phase flow are determined

by

(-22azL)acc = az = -1(9p-2)az Z

where

aP
az ifrict

2f * *2) 2fG2
Dh

v )

pDh

aP
)gray p g

f = friction coefficient which is obtained from

empirical data as will be discussed in
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chapter 4

g = gravitational acceleration in the negative

Z-direction.

3.2. Finite Difference Representation

of the Momentum Equation

The pressure drop of the steam generator is charac-

terized by significant variation of fluid properties along

the heated flow paths. In order to perform integration of

the partial differential equations we have chosen a finite

difference method. The steps leading to the difference

formulation of the momentum equation shall be shown in

detail as follows:

Time t

Figure 3-1 The Mesh Points in Space-Time Coordinate System
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We integrate equation 2-2 from z(i), t(j), to z(i+1),

t(j+1), as demarked by points A, B, C, D in Figure 3-1.

Using indices (i,j) to represent a quantity pertaining to

[z(i),t(j)] , we get

J+, z,+,

Gdtdz = ft. z.(- aP + R)dzdt
zi

ti

at az (3-5)

We use the implicit method for the time integration and

trapezoidal rule to carry out the spatial integration of

equation 3-5 term by term° . We obtain

Jr

J-4-i

LHS = [G(z,j +1)- G(z,j)]dz

zi

= [G(i+1,j+1)+G(i,j+1)-G(i+1,j)-G(i,j)]*Az/2 (3-6)

t1+1

RHS1= - EP(i+1,t)-P(i,t)]dt

t,+1

= EP(i,t)-P(i+1,t)]dt

tJ

[P(i,j +1)- P(i +1,j +1)] *fit

(ti+1 zi+1

RHS2 =4 Rdzdt
)t,

Z,

t

[(21
az1)acc (4)fricti- (41:4ravidzdt

i

(3-7)

(3-8)
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LHS = left hand side of equation 3-5

RHS1= first term of right hand side of equation 3-5

RHS2= second term of right hand side of equation 3-5

The integration of acceleration, wall friction and gravi-

tational force can be accomplished from equations 3-2

through 3-4. These terms will be defined separately below.

The acceleration term in equation 3-8 is derived from the

definition in equation 3-2. The pressure drop in

difference form becomes

Jt1 +1 Zi±i

z
( E9 ) dzdta z acc

ti ,

4- 1 2 n2
= - - t)]dt

1.1
1

2 2

(i+1,j+1) - (i,j+1)]*4t (3-9)

From equation 3-3, the discrete pressure gradient term due

to channel wall friction is given by

t14_1 Z1+1

af
( 2-12-.) dzdta Z f Het

i



zi +1

2fG2 dzdt
p Dh

2 ,,2

Dh
2

p
[fG01.1,j4.1) IA, (i,j+1)10,Lz*Lt/2

2 2
[ fG(i+1,j+1) Eif2, jniStAz/Dh
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(3-10)

From equation 3-4, the pressure gradient term due to the

gravitational force is given by

t,
( :7 ),cimavdzdt

zi+1

. (p*g)dzdt

g Epoi-i,j+1) po ,i-1-1)]AtAz
2 (3-11)

Substituting equation 3-9, 3-10, 3-11 into equation 3-8 and

setting

LHS = RHS1+RHS2

we get

P(i+1,j+1) = P(i,j+1)-LPg-APa-APf-LPt

where

(3-12).



APa

APf

APg

APt

=

=

=

G
2

G 2

[---(i+1,j+1)--7(i,j+1)]
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(3-13)

(3-14)

(3-15)

. .

C-..."."--(1+1,J+1)4-'-1L(i,j4-1)]*AZ/Dh

[p(i+1,j+1)+,0(i,j+1)]*Az*g/2

[G(i+1,j+1)+G(i,j+1)-G(i+1,j)-G(i,j)]*4z/(2*4t)

(3-16)

In addition to the above pressure drop components,

another kind of pressure drop is considered. It represents

the pressure drop due to a localized obstruction, such as

spacer grids in the secondary flow path11 . This component

is written as

LPs = K*G**2/p (3-17)

where K is a constant characterizing the particular

obstruction. Using the equation above we can write the

momentum balance equation in terms of pressure differences

as

P(i+1,j+1) = P(i,j+1)-LPg-APa-4Pf-4Pt-L,Ps (3-18)
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This equation is coupled to the other conservation

equations (for mass and energy) and the state equations

through the variables p, G, P, etc. Solution of these

equations is performed by an iteration procedure which is

presented in Appendix D.

In order to satisfy the boundary condition P2o on the

secondary side, we use Newton's method (see Appendix C) to

find an estimate of the inlet pressure, that is

0-40
.0-0 01) C.n ) ( n-1),P2i = P21 + [PE-P2o -P21 -V[P2o -P2o j

(3-1.9)

where PE is the boundary condition (outlet pressure of

secondary side); the superscript n represents the iteration

index. So, in calculating the secondary side, we have two

iteration loops, an inner iteration loop for solving the

nodal conservation and state equations, and an outer

iteration loop to find the secondary inlet pressure.
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4. FRICTION FACTOR AND BAROCZY MODEL

The friction coefficient f used in equation 3-3 is

obtained for three different cases as below:

4.1. Single-phase, Fully Developed Laminar Flow

For circular channels, the laminar friction factor has

been calculated theoretically12. The result is

f = 16/Re (4-1)

where Re is the Reynolds number which is defined as

Re= G*Dh/p. (4-2)

where

1.1.= viscosity

G = mass flow rate

Dh= equivalent diameter

Usually, flow conditions with Re less than 2300 are defined

as laminar flow and Re greater than 2300 as turbulent flow.
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4.2. Single-phase, Fully Developed Turbulent Flow

Many empirical formulas have been recommended for

friction factor of the single-phase, fully developed

turbulent flow13. In the NEW code, we adopt the ap-

proximate relationship

f = C*Re- °'2
(4-3)

where C=0.064 for homogeneous flow in commercially avail-

able smooth tubes. This relation is in good agreement with

the Moody chart for turbulent flow in channels with smooth

surfaces. The constant, C is defined in a manner consist-

ent with the definition of the Fanning friction factor.

4.3. Two-phase Flow

A general empirical correlation for calculating the

two-phase frictional pressure drop has been developed by

Baroczy14. His work may be considered as an extension

of that of Lockhart and Martinelli 15 and Martinelli and

NelsoriI6, all of whom defined the two-phase pressure drop in

terms of the single-phase pressure drop

(APAO.z)tp = (AP/Az)11) */2 (4-4)
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2

= two-phase frictional pressure drop multiplier

(AP/Az)ti, = two-phase pressure drop per unit length

(AP/Lz)11, = single phase pressure drop obtained at

same mass velocity when the fluid is

saturated liquid.

Instead of using the pressure as an index for the two-phase

multiplier, Baroczy defines the property index B as

/-1-1 0.2 pv
B = (---) *(--)

PI

where

= viscosity in saturated liquid

/4v= viscosity in saturated vapor

= density in saturated liquid

/0,= density in saturated vapor

The relation between the pressure and the property index B

is shown in Figure 4-1 which can be approximated by

B = EXP [-7.93782+(8.70047E-5)*ln(P)**4] (4-5)



where

P = pressure (Pa)
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The approximation of the quantity B by the expression above

is presented in Figure 4-1 and shown that it is quite

accurate for 3E5 < P(Pa) < 2E7. By this property index,

Baroczy was able to obtain a correlation for 2
which was

independent of pressure, and he also observed that his

correlation could be used with the gas-phase pressure drop

(LP/Gz), by observing that

( A PLAz)

(AP/An,
(f-Liti-4)o
PI/Pv

The Baroczy correlation for the two-phase friction

multiplier has been developed from experimental data in

REF(17,18) and is given in two sets of curves:

(1) A plot of the reference two-phase multiplier

as a function of the property index B for the

reference mass flow rate Gr=1356 Kg/sec-m2

(=1.0E+6 lb/hr-ft
2
). These curves and values

are shown in Figure 4-2 and Table 4-1.

(2) Plots of a two-phase multiplier flow correction

factor (Fg) as a function of the property

index, quality and mass flow rate. The curves
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and values for G=0.25*Gr, G=0,5*Gr, G=2*Gr

and G=3*Gr are given in Figure 4-3 through 4-6

and Table 4-2 through 4-5, respectively. This

correction factor is used to adjust the two-

phase flow multiplier
2.

whenever G

deviates from Gr. That is

2 2
= *Fg (4-6)

The Baroczy correlation included in the NEW code has

been modified in the following manner. Linear extrapola-

tion is use.d for values of the mass flux less than 0.25*Gr,

and linear interpolation is used for mass flux values

between 0.25*Gr and 3.0*Gr. For mass fluxes greater than

3*Gr, the mass flux correction is obtained from

(G/Gr-2)
(Fg at G=3xGr)

Fg =
(G/Gr-3)

(Fg at G=2xGr)

(4-7)

The friction pressure drop is defined in equation 3-3.

The corresponding relation in case of two-phase conditions,

using the two-phase multiplier is obtained in a consistent

manner as follows. Substituting the definition of pressure

drop (i.e. equation 3-3) into the definition of two-phase



multiplier (i.e., equation 4-4), we get

)t p

fLpl *d2
OZ 11p ig

2 / 2
G fs?
2Dhp

G2
*(

Pfs?12
)

rl
2Dh

G2
2Dhp *ft

where fs is the friction coefficient for the saturated

25

(4-8)

fluid with the same mass flow rate, and ft is defined as

ft = fs*)62*(P/P1) (4-9)

The final form of two phase friction coefficent can be

written as

ft = fs *f6,2*Fg*(P/P1) (4-10)



Table 4-1

Values of the Baroczy Two Phase Multiplier
at G = 1356 kg/sec-m2

Property Thermodynamic Quality

Index B 0.0 .001 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

.001 1.0 2.11 8.80 33.50 68.00 150.00 330.00 690.00 1040.00 1000.00

.003 1.0 2.02 8.10 26.20 41.00 73.00 138.00 255.00 380.00 333.00

.005 1.0 1.97 7.10 22.00 31.00 53.00 91.00 160.00 245.00 200.00

.007 1.0 1.83 5.90 17.20 25.00 42.00 68.00 116.00 175.00 143.00

.009 1.0 1.69 5.10 14.00 21.00 35.70 56.00 93.00 140.00 111.00

.010 1.0 1.60 4.70 12.80 19.20 33.00 51.50 84.00 125.00 100.00

.030 1.0 1.14 1.88 4.60 7.60 13.20 20.50 30.00 39.00 33.30

.050 1.0 1.10 1.50 3.15 4.60 8.20 13.00 18.50 23.00 20.00

.070 1.0 1.08 1.35 2.55 3.60 5.80 9.30 13.30 16.00 14.30

.090 1.0 1.07 1.28 2.25 3.05 4.50 7.20 10.40 12.50 11.10

.100 1.0 1.07 1.26 2.12 2.82 4.20 6.60 9.40 10.80 10.00

.300 1.0 1.02 1.10 1.40 1.63 1.92 2.50 3.20 3.50 3.33

.500 1.0 1.02 1.06 1.20 1.31 1.45 1.64 1.93 2.10 2.00

.700 1.0 1.01 1.03 1.10 1.15 1.22 1.28 1.40 1.43 1.43
1.000 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



Table 4-2

Values of the Baroczy Two Phase Multiplier Ratio
at G = 339 kg/sec-m2

Property Thermodynamic Quality

Index B .0 .001 .01 .05 .10 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00

.001 1.0 1.40 1.40 1.30 1.49 1.49 1.36 1.26 1.13 1.00

.003 1.0 1.19 1.19 1.06 1.44 1.44 1.27 1.16 1.11 1.00

.005 1.0 1.17 1.17 1.04 1.41 1.41 1.24 1.14 1.10 1.00

.007 1.0 1.17 1.17 1.08 1.39 1.39 1.25 1.14 1.10 1.00

.009 1.0 1.18 1.18 1.12 1.28 1.38 1.26 1.14 1.10 1.00

.010 1.0 1.18 1.19 1.14 1.38 1.38 1.27 1.15 1.09 1.00

.030 1.0 1.20 1.26 1.29 1.37 1.37 1.31 1.15 1.08 1.00

.050 1.0 1.21 1.30 1.37 1.41 1.41 1.33 1.16 1.08 1.00

.070 1.0 1.20 1.28 1.42 1.48 1.48 1.35 1.17 1.08 1.00

.090 1.0 1.18 1.25 1.45 1.55 1.55 1.37 1.17 1.08 1.00

.100 1.0 1.17 1.24 1.47 1.58 1.58 1.38 1.18 1.08 1.00

.300 1.0 1.09 1.11 1.40 1.59 1.59 1.31 1.15 1.05 1.00

.500 1.0 1.05 1.07 1.23 1.34 1.34 1.18 1.09 1.03 1.00

.700 1.0 1.03 1.04 1.12 1.18 1.18 1.09 1.05 1.02 1.00
1.000 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



Table 4-3

Values of the Baroczy Two Phase Multiplier Ratio
at G = 678 kg/sec-m2

Property Thermodynamic Quality

Index B .0 .001 .01 .05 .10 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00

.001 1.0 1.21 1.29 1.21 1.28 1.27 1.20 1.16 1.09 1.00

.003 1.0 1.15 1.26 1.15 1.27 1.24 1.16 1.12 1.07 1.00

.005 1.0 1.13 1.25 1.13 1.26 1.23 1.16 1.11 1.07 1.00

.007 1.0 1.13 1.23 1.14 1.26 1.23 1.17 1.11 1.07 1.00

.009 1.0 1.12 1.22 1.15 1.25 1.23 1.18 1.11 1.07 1.00

.010 1.0 1.12 1.22 1.15 1.25 1.23 1.18 1.11 1.07 1.00

.030 1.0 1.11 1.18 1.19 1.23 1.24 1.22 1.20 1.08 1.00

.050 1.0 1.10 1.15 1.21 1.22 1.25 1.24 1.27 1.08 1.00

.070 1.0 1.09 1.14 1.23 1.25 1.30 1.25 1.32 1.08 1.00

.090 1.0 1.09 1.13 1.25 1.30 1.37 1.26 1.40 1.07 1.00

.100 1.0 1.09 1.12 1.26 1.31 1.40 1.27 1.42 1.07 1.00

.300 1.0 1.06 1.06 1.23 1.33 1.42 1.23 1.20 1.04 1.00

.500 1.0 1.04 1.04 1.13 1.19 1.24 1.13 1.07 1.03 1.00

.700 1.0 1.02 1.02 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.07 1.04 1.01 1.00
1.000 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



Table 4-4

Values of the Baroczy Two Phase Multiplier Ratio
at G = 2712 kg/sec-m2

Property Thermodynamic Quality

Index B .0 .001 .010 .050 .100 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.00

.001 1.0 .810 .700 .720 .730 .740 .790 .838 .920 1.00

.003 1.0 .850 .680 .700 .730 .750 .804 .855 .928 1.00

.005 1.0 .860 .690 .700 .730 .760 .800 .848 .919 1.00

.007 1.0 .870 .720 .720 .740 .760 .789 .830 .902 1.00

.009 1.0 .870 .730 .730 .750 .760 .778 .815 .893 1.00

.010 1.0 .870 .740 .730 .750 .760 .775 .810 .888 1.00

.030 1.0 .890 .820 .770 .790 .770 .731 .748 .840 1.00

.050 1.0 .900 .860 .790 .800 .780 .710 .720 .816 1.00

.070 1.0 .910 .880 .800 .800 .750 .700 .700 .795 1.00

.090 1.0 .930 .890 .790 .780 .722 .670 .670 .778 1.00

.100 1.0 .930 .890 .790 .770 .710 .660 .660 .770 1.00

.300 1.0 .970 .930 .830 .790 .728 .687 .687 .787 1.00

.500 1.0 .980 .960 .900 .880 .830 .814 .814 .875 1.00

.700 1.0 .990 .980 .950 .930 .920 .910 .910 .935 1.00
1.000 1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00



Table 4-5

Values of the Baroczy Two Phase Multiplier Ratio
at G = 4069 kg/sec-m2

Property Thermodynamic Quality

Index B .0 .001 .010 .050 .100 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.00

.001 1.0 .710 .550 .570 .610 .600 .680 .751 .835 1.00

.003 1.0 .760 .500 .520 .590 .614 .696 .776 .870 1.00

.005 1.0 .790 .510 .520 .600 .619 .686 .755 .852 1.00

.007 1.0 .800 .550 .550 .610 .620 .667 .727 .830 1.00

.009 1.0 .810 .580 .560 .620 .622 .650 .704 .811 1.00

.010 1.0 .810 .600 .570 .630 .623 .645 .695 .803 1.00

.030 1.0 .850 .730 .640 .670 .634 .580 .600 .725 1.00

.050 1.0 .870 .790 .680 .690 .640 .550 .560 .690 1.00

.070 1.0 .890 .820 .690 .690 .620 .530 .530 .663 1.00

.090 1.0 .900 .830 .690 .680 .600 .515 .515 .648 1.00

.100 1.0 .910 .840 .690 .680 .593 .510 .510 .640 1.00

.300 1.0 .960 .910 .770 .740 .670 .610 .610 .702 1.00

.500 1.0 .980 .950 .870 .850 .810 .775 .775 .830 1.00

.700 1.0 .990 .970 .930 .920 .900 .885 .885 .910 1.00
1.000 1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00
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5. RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to verify the code it would be most

desirable to compare results obtained from it with data

measured on an OTSG. However, no such data were available.

Substituting for this lack several cases were considered,

as described in the following. In order to validate

coding, to verify the models in a qualitative manner and to

obtain experience with regard to integration and conver-

gence parameters, comparisons were made against results

obtained with the old version and with one case for which

results obtained with a different code were available. The

cases which are presented and discussed here shall be

denoted as follows: DS represents a steady state case and

DT1, DT2, DT3 and DT4 represent four different transient

cases. The boundary conditions of these cases are shown in

Table 5-1 through 5-3. Thro,ughout this chapter the index n

and pt represent the number of mesh points for the spatial

and the integration time interval, respectively.

5.1 Null-Transient

A null-transient is used to check the consistency

between the steady state and the transient calculation.

The time dependent boundary conditions of DT1 are kept
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constant at values corresponding to DS for the first 5

seconds. The steady state pressure and enthalpy profile

for the secondary side are shown in Figure 5-la and 5-2a,

respectively. Comparing the property profile for DT1 at

t=5 seconds with that of DS, we find that none of the

variables exhibits any significant drift.

5.2. Step Change in Feed Flow Rate

In the OLD code the steady state pressure profile must

be given as input. Therefore a comparison of steady states

calculated between the OLD and the NEW code is pointless.

The time dependent boundary conditions for case DT1

are selected such that all quantities are kept constant at

their steady state values except G2i. Its value is assumed

to drop to one half of the initial value at t=5 seconds and

to promptly increase to twice the initial value at t=25

seconds. To study the behavior of the pressure drop during

this transient, we compare the pressure profiles at 5, 25

and 45 seconds. As shown in the lines 1, 2 and 3 of Figure

5 -la, the total pressure drop (AP) increases with the

increase of mass flow rate. With the same initial and

boundary conditions, the pressure profiles from the OLD

code are also shown in Figure 5 -la. Comparing with the

pressure profiles of the NEW code, we find that the OLD

code always over-estimates the transient response. For a
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detailed study, the total pressure drop components (APg ,

.Ps , iPf , APa and APt) along the Z-direction are also

shown in Figure 5-3 through 5-7 where the index number is

the same as that used in Figure 5-1a. From these figures

we find that over most of the expected operating range of

mass flow rates the most important single pressure drop

component is the gravitational pressure drop in the liquid

region. Unlike the gravitational pressure drop, the other

pressure drop components (i.e., APs, APf and 4Pa) are more

significant in the vapor region than in the liquid region.

The contribution of individual pressure drop components to

the total pressure drop is shown in Table 5-4. Since the

friction pressure drop is only about 10% of the total

pressure drop, the assumption for the pressure drop model

used in the OLD code (see section 2-2) is not a good

approximation for transient calculations involving large

changes in pressure drops and/or flow rates.

Because of the truncation or round-off error of G2,

the pressure drop component APt does not vanish for the

null-transient (see equation 3-16). However, it is

negligibly small compared with the other terms and does not

cause any problem with regard to convergence.

The time variation of each component is also shown in

Figures 5-8 and 5-9 where each component is expressed

relative to its initial value (APj (t)/APj (0) ) . From this
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figure we can see that the gravitational pressure drop

experiences the smallest change of all pressure drop

components with respect to the change of mass flow rate.

The change of pPg comes from the change of density (see

equation 3-16), rather than the change of mass flow rates.

As shown in Figure 5-2a the enthalpy profile at 25 seconds

(i.e., low G2i) is higher than that at 45 seconds (i.e.,

high G2i). Therefore, the density profile and the

gravitational pressure drop at 25 seconds are smaller than

these at 45 seconds.

From Figure 5-9 we also notice that LPt changes

violently with the change of mass flow rates, however this

pressure drop is still small compared with the total

pressure drop. But it indeed causes a small peak (i.e., 5%

of total pressure drop) in the total pressure drop at 5 and

25 seconds as shown on line 1 of Figure 5-8. Because of

the density factor (see equations 3-14, 3-15 and 3-17) the

rate of change of LPa, iPf and APs is much smaller than

that of the square of the mass flow rates. As indicated in

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 the prompt pressure drop change

results from APa, LPf, APs and LPt, and the long term

pressure drop change results from APg.

It is interesting to point out that the total heat

transfer rate increases by increasing the mass flow rates

(see Figure 5-10) but the degree of superheat will decrease
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(see line 3 of Figure 5-2a). This effect is undesirable

with regard to turbine operation.

5.3. Sudden Loss of Feed Flow

The time dependent boundary conditions for case 0T2

(see Table 5-2) are selected to simulate the loss of feed

flow. All values at the boundaries are kept constant at

steady state values except G2i which drops from 648 Kg/s to

1.0 Kg/s at t=0.2 seconds. The pressure and enthalpy

profile after a 15 second transient calculation is shown in

Figures 5-lb and 5-2b, respectively. Individual pressure

drop components are also shown in Figures 5-3 through 5-7.

These figures indicate that all pressure drop components

approach zero except APg which has a slight decrease. This

demonstrates that for loss of feedwater flow conditions the

gravitational pressure drop completely dominates the total

pressure drop (90% of total).

The time variation of each pressure drop component

ratio is also shown in Figure 5-11 where the indices are

the same as in Figure 5-8. We notice that ,LPt again causes

a small peak in the total pressure drop ratio. We also

find that the pressure drop decreases abruptly at 0.2

seconds (because of the drop of SPa, APf, APs and APt) and

after that decreases continuously due to the change in the

gravitational pressure drop APg.
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Another item of interest is that the heat transfer

rate does not respond promptly with the drop of the inlet

flow rate (see Figure 5-12). This is because a large

inventory of fluid is stored in the steam generator.

Therefore, there is no sudden decrease in heat transfer for

this situation (i.e., loss of feed flow). However, there

is an increase of primary outlet temperature as a result of

the gradual reduction in heat removal from the primary

side. Looking at the enthalpy profile, we find that the

length of the two-phase region (main heat transfer region)

tends to adjust so as to yield a nearly constant exit

enthalpy.

5.4. Sudden Change in Feedwater Temperature

Case DT3 (see Table 5-2) is selected such that all

boundary conditions are kept constant except T2i which

drops from 237.8 (C) to 217.8 (C) in 0.4 seconds and

increases to 257.8 (C) in 20 seconds. The pressure and

enthalpy profile at 20 and 45 seconds are shown in Figure

5-lb and 5-2b, respectively. We find that the pressure

drop decreases slightly with the decrease of T2i and

increases slightly with the increase of T2i. Individual

pressure drop components are shown separately in Figures

5-3 through 5-8. We find that APg increases slightly with

the decrease of T2i, but APs and APf decreases slightly
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with the decrease of T2i.

The transients of pressure drop components relative to

their initial values are shown in Figure 5-13 and 5-14.

Although LPa changes significantly, it contributes only

little to the total pressure drop. Because of the small

change of LPg, the total pressure drop is fairly constant

(see Figure 5-13). Conversely, the heat transfer rate is

quite sensitive to the change of T2i (see Figure 5-10)

because the heat transfer rate is proportional to the

temperature gradient (see equation 2-7).

5.5 Comparing the NEW Code with the CADDS Code

The New code was applied to analyze the transients

following a generator trip from 96% power at TMI-1.

Measured transients of feed-flow and steam pressure are

provided as time-dependent boundary conditions as shown in

Table 5-3. This transient also has been simulated with the

CADDS code. The CADDS code was developed by Babcock &

Wilcox Co. the principal vendor of IEOTSGs, to analyze the

IEOTSG behavior. No detail concerning the models used in

CADDS were available nor was there any indication of the

computing time required by that code. Figure 5-14 shows

the transient heat-demand as calculated by the NEW code and

the CADDS code. As we can see, they match quite well.

Good agreement between these two codes for this case is
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essential and provides some confidence that the NEW code

will accurately predict other important transients.

5.6 Parametric Study with Regard to the Mesh Size

With an increase in the number of nodes on the

space-time grid one expects to get higher accuracy at the

expense of greater consumption of computer time. It is

important to select an economic number of mesh points for

an acceptable accuracy. We used the boundary conditions

for case DT4 to cover a 10 second transient for several

different mesh sizes. The selection of the number of mesh

points, time steps and computer running time (CYBER 170

model 720) are shown in Table 5-5. The pressure and

enthalpy profiles are shown in Figure 5-16 and 5-17. The

heat transfer rate is also shown in Figure 5-15. Comparing

these results we find that for the range n=25 to 50 and

it =0.2 to 0.5 seconds the results agree quite well and

therefore we conclude that for this case the solution is

well converged with 25 nodes and At=0.5 seconds.

5.7. Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis has presented a detailed formulation of

the momentum conservation equation and its implementation

into a code for the description of an OTSG. The numerical

solution techniques also are discussed. The results of
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this model support the following conclusions:

(1) In the cases considered here the gravitational

pressure drop constitutes the largest single

component.

(2) Most of the gravitational pressure drop is

contributed by the liquid region. This is

because the density of fluid in the liquid region

is much larger than that in other regions.

(3) For APa, APf and LPs, the pressure drop

contributed by the vapor region is greater

than that from the liquid region. This is

because the velocity of fluid in the vapor

region is much higher than that in other

regions.

(4) The transient acceleration pressure drop (LPt)

fluctuates strongly in transient calculations.

However, since it is relatively small compared

with other pressure drop components and dies

away rapidly, it does not play an important role.

(5) The acceleration, friction and spacer pressure

drops (LPa, APf and LPs) respond promptly and

significantly to the change of mass flow rates

whereas the gravitational pressure drop responds

quite slowly and relatively little to this

type of perturbation. This is because APs, APf
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and Pa is proportional to the square of fluid

mass velocity, whereas the OPg is proportional

to the density of fluid.

(6) The exact values of the friction coefficients (f)

are not of great significance with respect to the

total pressure drop. Since the friction

pressure drop is only about 10% of the total

pressure drop, a 20% change in f only causes 2%

change in total pressure drop.

(7) The change of inlet temperature has little

effect on the pressure drop.

In summary, it has been shown that a detailed momentum

equation is essential to accurately describe the pressure

transient behavior of the OTSG in common transients such as

were studied here.

For the time being, the NEW code only covers the

tube-and-shell region of the steam generator. For more

comprehensive studies the model can be expanded to include

the nozzles, pipes, inlet region and outlet region.

Furthermore in order to study the significance of subcooled

boiling and slip between the liquid and the vapor, it may

be of interest to investigate two-phase flow models other

than the homogeneous equilibrium model which was used here.
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Table 5-1

Boundary Condition for Steady State, Case DS

Pli(Pa) Tli(C) Gli(kg/s) P2o(Pa) T2i(C) G2i(kg/s)

1.517E7 315.9 8717.9 6.378E6 237.8 648.83

Table 5-2

Time Dependent Boundary Conditions
for Cases DT1, DT2 and DT3

DT1 DT2 DT3

t(sec) G2i(kg/s) t(sec) G2i(kg/s) t(sec) T2i(C)

0.0
5.0
5.2

25.0
25.2
60.0

648.8
648.8
324.4
324.4

1297.6
1297.6

0.0
0.4
0.6

60.0

648.8
648.8

1.0
1.0

0.0
0.4
0.6
20.0
20.2
60.0

237.8
237.8
217.8
217.8
257.8
257.8

All other values are kept constant as shown in Table 5-1
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Table 5-3

Time Dependent Boundary Conditions
for Case DT4

t

(sec)
Pli-
(kPa)

t

(sec)
Tli
(C)

t

(sec)
P2o
(kPa)

t

(sec)
G2i
(kg/s)

0.0 151700 0.0 315.9 0.0 6378 0.0 648.8
1.0 152400 5.0 316.4 0.01 6378 0.01 648.8
4.5 16190 8.0 315.8 1.8 7254 2.0 545.3
5.0 16240 9.5 308.6 3.0 7378 4.0 591.4
6.0 16140 12.0 308.6 4.5 7461 5.6 431.4

10.0 15240 17.0 302.6 6.0 7391 10.4 214.7
11.0 14950 22.0 298.0 6.8 7420 13.0 320.3
16.0 14940 30.0 294.2 11.7 7250 19.4 162.8
26.0 14400 46.0 290.8 13.0 7191 27.4 162.8
33.0 14380 56.0 289.8 15.0 7212 56.0 488.9
43.0 14640 18.0 7143
56.0 14640 56.0 6984

All other values are kept constant as
shown in Table 5-1
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Table 5-4

Relative Contribution of Individual
Pressure Drop Components, Case DT1

t(sec) APg/LP LPs/LP APfiLP APa/AP APt/AP

5 60.12% 31.29% 6.57% 1.52% 0.45%
25 70.26% 22.39% 4.62% 0.94% 1.80%
45 47.68% 38.52% 10.03% 2.51% 1.25%

Table 5-5

Computing Time Requirement for
Various Choices of Mesh Points

Case DT4 (0<t<10 sec.)

n=25 n=50

t=0.2 36.3(sec) 63.5(sec)
t=0.5 19.5(sec) 31.5(sec)
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APPENDIX A. DESCRIPTION OF ONCE-THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR

This appendix presents a brief description of OTSG

designs in PWR plants in order to provide fundamental de-

finitions of the structural components, flow paths, heat

transfer characteristics and operating parameters. Two

types of steam generators, OTSG and IEOTSG, will be de-

scribed in detail, and will be compared with each other.

A.1. OTSG

The Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) OTSG design produces

superheated steam from subcooled feedwater and is used in

all PWR plants built or licensed by B&W. This steam

generator design as shown in Figure A-1, is a tube-and-

shell, counter-flow heat exchanger. Reactor coolant flows

downward through approximately 16000 tubes and transfers

heat to the secondary coolant which flows upward along the

shell side for generation of steam. The primary (reactor

coolant) side of the steam generator includes the

hemispherical inlet and outlet heads, tube sheets and inner

tube surfaces. The secondary coolant is contained in the

shell side of the steam generator, which is bounded by the

shell, tube sheets and outer tube surfaces.
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The tube bundle is surrounded by a cylindrical shroud

which divides the secondary side into a feedwater heating

chamber, an annular steam downcomer, and the heat exchanger

region. Openings in the cylindrical baffle near the feed-

water inlet nozzle level allow contact heating of feedwater

in the feedwater heating chamber by bleeding off some of

the steam from the tube bundle region. This is achieved by

the inlet spray of feedwater which draws steam into the

heating chamber by aspiration. After mixing, the feedwater

nearly reaches saturation before entering the tube bundle

region under normal operating conditions. The water level

in the heating chamber is maintained so as to produce an

elevation head which balances the pressure head of boiling

water in the tube bundle and the pressure drop across the

bypass flow openings.

The primary side heat transfer for the OTSG is sub-

cooled by forced convection along the entire heat exchanger

length during normal reactor operations. The secondary

side of the heat exchanger may be divided into the

following heat transfer regions:

A.1.1. Flow Boiling

The flow boiling region ranges from the lower tube

sheet to the point where critical heat flux (CHF)

conditions are reached. This normally occurs near the
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openings for steam bleed-off. In the flow boiling region

the quality of steam changes from near zero to near one.

The major heat transfer mechanisms on the secondary side

are nucleate boiling and forced convection vaporization.

Boiling heat transfer is, in general, more efficient than

the liquid or vapor single-phase forced convection process..

Nucleate boiling occurs when tube wall temperature and

flow conditions allow a stable superheated fluid layer to

form along the tube surface. Bubbles formed in the super-

heated layer detach and collapse in the saturated or

subcooled bulk fluid, thus transferring the heat of bubble

formation. Forced convection vaporization occurs at

moderate to high steam quality, when an annular film flow

pattern has developed. Heat transfer occurs by convection

through the annular liquid flow and evaporation into the

inner vapor core. For low flow rates, such as in natural

convection, nucleate boiling is dominant in pre-CHF boiling

heat transfer. For higher flow rates with moderate to high

quality, the nucleate boiling process is disrupted and

forced convection vaporization may become the dominant heat

transfer mode. The secondary mass flow rate of the OTSG is

low, but greater than that of the natural convection

process. Thus, nucleate boiling and forced convection

vaporization may coexist with significant contributions to

heat transfer in the flow boiling region of an OTSG unit.
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A.1.2. Film Boiling

Film boiling occurs after CHF has been surpassed.

Since CHF occurs at high quality in the OTSG, the film

boiling region is relatively short in length under normal

conditions. In the film boiling heat transfer, the heat

flux is sharply reduced during the transition from CHF to

stable film boiling due to the formation of a vapor film

along the tube surface. Heat transfer occurs by convection

through the vapor film and evaporation of entrained liquid

droplets in the saturated core.

A.1.3. Superheated Steam

When the quality of secondary steam reaches unity, the

evaporation process ceases and superheating of the vapor

begins. The heat transfer mechanism in superheating is

single-phase forced convection.

The OTSG operates with constant primary coolant flow,

constant average primary temperature and constant turbine

throttle pressure over the normal load range from 15% to

100% load. The fact that the boiling heat transfer coef-

ficient is much larger than the heat transfer coefficient

of the superheating region makes the ratio of the length
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Table A-1 Design Data for B&W Steam Generators1-3

Item

Steam conditions at full
load, outlet nozzles

OTSG IEOTSG

Steam flow, kg/sec 741 1054
Steam temperature, C 308 308
Steam pressure, Pa 6.35E6 7.38E6

Feedwater temperature, C 235 240

Reactor coolant flow, kg/sec 8,290 10,010

Reactor coolant side
Design pressure, Pa 1.73E6 1.73E6
Design/operating temper-
ature, C
Inlet 343/320 354/330
Outlet 354/291 354/298

Hydrotest pressure, Pa 2.16E7 2.16E7
Coolant volume (Hot), cu m 57.48 58.56

Secondary side
Design pressure, Pa 7.32E6 8.59E6
Design temperature, C 315 332
Hydrotest pressure, Pa 9.12E6 1.07E7
Net volume, cu m 96.6 97.6

Dimensions
Tubes, OD/min wall, cm 1.59/0.08636 1.59/0.08636
Overall height (including
skirt), m 22.822 22.943
Shell OD or ID, m 3.743 (OD) 3.531 (ID)
Shell minimum thickness
(at tube sheets &
feedwater connect), m 0.12065 0.14605
Shell minmum thickness, m 0.0762 0.09525
Tube sheet thickness, m 0.549 0.549
Exposed tube length, m 15.88 15.88
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the length of the boiling region to the superheating length

on the secondary side one of the controlling parameters in

load follow maneuvers. Other parameters are the primary

coolant inlet temperature and feedwater flow rate. As

plant load increases, these three parameters increase such

that the OTSG outlet steam is able to generate enough power

to meet the load demand. A decrease in the degree of

superheating of the outlet steam will also simultaneously

take place in such a maneuver due to a decrease in the

superheating surface area.

A.2. IEOTSG

A more recent B&W OTSG design uses an integral

economizer (IE) in the lower tube bundle region rather than

feedwater heating by steam bleed-off. The NEW code has

been developed specifically for this type of steam genera-

tor. A schematic diagram of the IEOTSG is shown in Figure

A-2. Subcooled water flowing upward in the economizer

region is heated to saturation very rapidly so that the

superheating region begins at about the same elevation as

in the OTSG design. There is no aspiration of feedwater by

steam from the evaporation section. The characteristics of

IEOTSG units with regard to load following maneuvers and

heat transfer regions are otherwise very similar to those

of OTSG units. A comparison of the design data for OTSG
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and IEOTSG units is given in Table A-1.
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APPENDIX B. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR ONE

DIMENSIONAL CHANNEL FLOW

B.1. General Balance Equations

The governing equations for one-dimensional channel

flow are obtained by appling a general property balance,

i.e., equation B-1, to an infinitesimal control volume V,

which is in the flow field. The cross section and wetted

perimeter are denoted by S and Mw, respectively.

cross section S

Figure B-1 Control Volume LV in Flow Field
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They can be expressed as

S = (r74)*Dh**2

Mw=TT*Dh

A representation of the flow field and the volume4IV is

shown in Figure B-1. The fluid stream velocity is denoted

by v. The property per unit volume of material is denoted

by W and stands for either the mass, or momentum, or energy

per unit volume. The general balance statement for the

property can be formulated as

The time rate The net inflow
.M111,

Generation
of change of of W across the of W
W within LV surface of AV within AV

01

The time rate of change of W within 'AV is given by

a(W*AV)

The net inflow of W is given by

(B-1)

(B-2)

S*EW(z)*v(z)-W(z+Az)*v(z+Az)]+Mw*Az*Wc, (B-3)

where We is the radial inflow of property W across the wall

per unit area per unit time. The generation of the
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property within AV is given by

Wg*AV (8-4)

where Wg is the generation (or loss) of the property per

unit volume and unit time within the control volume.

Substituting equation B-2, B-3 and B-4 into equation 8-1

gives

*(1041coLV) = S*[W(z)*v(z)-W(z+Az)*v(z+Az)]i-

Wg*A.V+Mw*Az*Wc.

Dividing above equation by AV gives

1.7W = [W(z)*v(z)-W(z+Az)*v(zi-Az)]/Az+Wg+Mw*Wc/S

(B-5)

The governing equations are obtained by substituting the

property per unit volume, W; the radial inflow of property,

We and the generation of the property, Wg into equation

B-5. These governing equations are developed in the

following section.

B.2. Continuity Equation

The conservation of mass, or the continuity equation,
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is obtained as follows. The property W is the mass per

unit volume, or the density P. The radial inflow of mass

is zero. The generation of mass Wg is also zero. Equation

B-5 becomes

a p = - at

where

at

where G=P*v is the mass flow rate per unit area.

(8-6)

B.3. Momentum Equation

The linear momentum balance, or momentum equation, is

obtained as follows. The property W is the momentum per

unit volume, i.e., p*v=G. The radial inflow of momentum is

zero. The generation of momentum is the total force

exerted on the control volume, or

Wg = 2F/10

[P(z )-P (z+pz )]*S-T*Mw*Pz-g*p*AV

DV

- at P-et

where P is the pressure, g is the gravitational constant,

and T is the shear stress per unit area between the wall

and fluid. The shear force, r is arbitrarily defined as



v2

= f*
2
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where f is called friction factor as discussed in chapter

4. Equation B-5 becomes

or

where

and

a a

et
--G =

2
/p)- aP- r*Mw/S-pleg

at az

a
G = - az

R
taP +(GP) aP
az lacc az ifrict az gray

t aP1
az iacc - 51-1 ( G2 / p )

(2.11) = _T*mw/S =
az frict

( 9 P _ *
72- )gray

= p
g

- 2*f*G
2
/ (p*Dh )

(B-7)

(3-8)

B.4. Energy Equation

Several forms of the energy equation can be written.

Here the property W is taken as the internal energy per
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unit volume,

W = p*u

where u is defined as the internal energy per unit mass.

The radial inflow energy, We is q per unit area and time.

The loss of energy Wg is the work done by volume change of

the fluid,

Wg = -

Work

[P(z+Az)*v(z-i-Az)-P(z)*v(z)]*5

AV

Let AZ be infinitestimally small; we get

Wg = - A(P*v)

Therefore, equation B-5 becomes

7i(0*u) = - 'i-(0*v*u)+Mw*q/S- a(P*v),

or

.-(p*h) - =L(G*h)+4*q/Dh+-9-Pat 9Z az

where h is the enthalpy which is defined as

h = u+P4P.

(B-9)
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APPENDIX C. NEWTON'S METHOD FOR ROOT FINDING

We define the secondary exit pressure as a function of

the inlet pressure

P2o = f(P2i)

Let the prescribed boundary condition P2o be PE. Our

(C-1)

purpose is to find an inlet pressure PI which satisfies

PE = f(PI) (C-2)

as shown in Figure C-1.

P2o

PE

A\

PI
P21

Figure C-1 The Relation between P2o and P2i
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Define a function as

F(Pi) = PE-f(Pi) (C-3)

Then the root PI of F(Pi) satisfies equation C-1. Appling

Newton's method to equation C-3, we get

or

01+0
Pi

.(n) 0)
= Pi -F(Pi )/F'(Pi )

(11+0 ) ) (n)
pi = pi +[PE-f(Pi n))] /f' )

We use the first order polynomial approximation for

C(Pi), and get

or

(n) (n) o-0
C(Pi ) = [f(Pi )-f(Pi )]/(Pi -Pi )

(C-4)

(n) 0) (n-1) 0)
f1(Pi ) = (Po -Po )/(Pi -Pi

0-0
) (C-5)

Substituting equation C-5 into equation C-4, we get

0+0 (n) (n) (n) (n -1) (n-I)
Pi = Pi +(PE-Po )(Pi -Pi )/(Po -Po ) (C-6)
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APPENDIX D. ITERATION SCHEME FOR SOLVING THE SYSTEM OF

DESCRIBING EQUATIONS

The flow chart for integrating the steady state and

transient equations are shown in Figure D-1 and Figure D-2,

respectively. In steady state, the time derivatives of the

conservation equations are zero. Thus the basic equations

become

G = constant

aP
+ R = 0

az

a
2
(G*h) + 4*qw/Dh = 09

P = P(P,h)

Tb = Tb(P,h)

qw = H*(Tb-Ts).

(D-1)

(D-2)

(D-3)

(D-4)

(D-5)

(D-6)

Furthermore the equation for conduction of heat through the

tube walls, which couple the primary and secondary side

becomes



OE IN)

Input data (TAPE5)
boundary condition
and geometric data

d________
Compute constants

for iteration

. Call subroutine
to calculate H

. Calculate tube
surface temper-
ature from heat
conduction eq.

(Primary side)
. Calculate f
. Calculate P and
h from conserv-
ation eq.

. Calculate Tb and
P from state eq.

i
(Continue)

V
Calculate tube
surface temper
ature

89

1=1 NP

(Secondary side)
1. Calculate f
2. Calculate P and

h from conserv-
ation eq.

3. Calculate Tb and
Pfrom state eq.

Continue

Output
(TAPE5 TAPE9)

Figure D-1 Flow Chart for Steady State Calculation



(BEGIN)

Input data TAPE5,TAPE9)
boundary and initial

conditions

Compute constants
for iteration

V
1,NTIM E)
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(Secondary side)
1. Calculate f
2. Calculate P, h, G

from conservation
eq.

3. Calculate Tb and
p from state eq.

1. Calculate H
2. Calculate Q for

each node
3. Estimate properties

of time j

NO Convergence
test

YES

Continue

Calculate P2i using
Newton's method

V
(Primary side)

. Calculate f

. Calculate P and h
from conservation
eq.

. Calculate Tb and
P from state eq.

NO Convergence
test

YES

Calculate tube surface
temperatures from heat

conduction eq.

Outt7r
(TAPE6)

Convergence
test

-- -

Figure 0-2 Flow Chart for Transient Calculation



becomes

a (Kt*r*221)] = 0r ar ar
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(D-7)

These simultaneous equations are solved numerically.

As shown in Figure D-1, the input data (i.e., TAPE5)

contain the boundary condition and geometric information.

The next step is to compute those parameters which remain

constant during the iteration and to provide guessed values

for the unknown properties to start the iteration. The

iteration is based on successive replacement. The itera-

tion scheme of the NEW code can be divided into four steps:

(1) calculate Tt from heat conduction equation.

(2) calculate P1, hl, Ti, pi and qwl from

conservation equations, state equations and

Newton's equation of heat conduction.

(3) same as (1).

(4) same as (2) for secondary side.

After this procedure, we check for convergence of h

and P in each node. If satisfied, we exit from the

iteration loop; if not, we start over from the first step.

The convergence criterion is defined as

0 )

ABSPW
01+

(I)-W
0
(I))*NP/(Wi-Wo)].LE.EPS
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where W(I) is the property at node I, superscript (n) re-

presents the number of the iteration, subscript i and o

represent inlet and outlet condition, NP is the number of

spatial mesh points and EPS is a given convergence param-

eter. In the program a limit is set on the maximum number

of iterations in order to avoid excessive use of computer

time under divergent conditions. If the iteration

procedure has not converged within the maximum number of

iterations, the NEW code stops and prints out an error mes-

sage. If it converges the output will contain two files;

one is written under the name TAPE6 and is intended for

printing; the other is a file named TAPES which is used as

input for the subsequent transient calculation (geometric

information and initial condition).

In the transient calculation, we introduce a new

scheme to solve the simultaneous equations. Examining

equation 2-1 through 2-5, we find that there are five

equations for six unknowns. The particular unknown qw is

the only link between primary and secondary side. For any

given qw we can solve these five equations for five

unknowns (i.e., P, h, Tb, p, G) without considering the

coupling condition. If we use the heat flux from the

previous time step (explicit formulation), then the 13

simultaneous equations become three independent

simultaneous sets, five equations for the primary side,
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five for the secondary side and three for the tube wall.

By this scheme we have uncoupled the radial heat con-

duction solution from the solution of the fluid flow equa-

tions for primary and secondary fluid. Moreover, this

scheme avoids convergence difficulty resulting from the

discontinuity of the heat transfer coefficient as evaluated

from correlations for different heat transfer regimes.

From an economic point of view, this scheme enables us to

independently solve the time-dependent fluid flow equations

for the primary and the secondary side of the steam

generator; this means a considerable reduction in computing

effort. The justification for this scheme lies in the fact

that the heat conduction transients occur on a slower time

scale than fluid flow transients (i.e., convection

transients), and we expect this scheme to be convergent

over a wide range of conditions.

The flow chart for the transient calculation is shown

in Figure D-2. First we input the boundary conditions,

initial conditions and geometric information from TAPES and

TAPE9 (i.e., output of steady state). Then we prepare

parameters which remain constant during the iteration

process and start the first time step. For each time step,

we solve the three sets of equations as follows:

(1) solve for P1, Gl, T1, pi and hl for primary side.

(2) same as (1) for secondary side


